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Perhaps the most important aspect of modelling Artificial Life for computer animation is the accurate portrayal of motion. We 

introduce a method for the modelling and locomotion of Life based on the behaviour or single-celled organisms. We de· 

scribe the means by which protozoa are able 10 move through fluids using flagella and cilia, and discuss a physically-based model 

for locomotion in this manner. We then apply this model10 the locomotion of evolved artificial organisms. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Biological locomotion is an important area of resean:h, with direct application to the study of computer graphics and robotics. 

Models of legged locomotion are abundant within the computer graphics literature (1, 2, 3). Miller (4) has described a physically 

based means of modelling the locomotion of snakes and wonns. Models for motion of fiSh and large marine lire through fluids 

have also been briefly described by van de Panne and Fiume (5). Most large marine animals rely on the presence of rigid structureS 

within the body of the organism 10 generate the necessary forward lhrust through the generation of lift or fluid accelerations. We 

present a model for locomotion which relies on viscous shearing of flexible tentacle-lilce structures through which single celled 

organisms may ob&ain mobility. 
Protozoa have extremely low masses and musl propel themselves through fluids under the influence of high viscous drag. Under 

such conditions, a microscopic organism cannot successfully propel itself by jet as do the cephalopods, nor can it lift by 

employing aerofoils in the manner of larger marine animals. Conventional rowing motion is also ruled out at this level (see be· 

low). 
Thrust is generated in single celled organisms by the continuous motion of waves through cellular projections attached to the 

main structure. We shall refer to these structures as \enladcs', the two main fonns occurring on Protozoa beingjlagella and cilia. 

We discuss these and present models for their animation. We then describe a means of controlling the motion of multiple tenlacles 

and examine artiHcial organisms which employ these techniques for locomotion. We conclude by discussing further areas of re-

search. 
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2 FLUID DYNAMICS 

In order 10 understand the manner in which a miCfOS(:opic organism genenues lhrust, we must examine the behaviour of a fluid 1 
body system at the cellular scale. The Reynolds nwnber (Re) is a dimensionless value representing the ratio of inertial10 viscous 

stresses in a fluid I body system. Systems consisting of a Protozoan and a fluid with the density and viscosity of water have 
e_xtrernely small Reynolds numbers. The interactions between the fluid and solid body are governed almost exclusively by viscous 

forces. Consequently a single celled organism in water will come 10 a halt as soon as it ceases 10 apply thrust. Also at low 

lleynolds numbers, a slow stroke through the fluid induces the same amount of drag as a nAire rapid stroke. Should a microscopic 

organism attempt to execute a recovery strolce symmetricaiiO its power strolce, even if the recovery Sltoke occurs at a lower angular 

velocity,the organism will exactly Wldo the work done by the power stroke. 

The Navier-Stokes equations describe the relationship between force F and flow in a fluid. 'The solution of these equations for a 
sphere of radius a moving at velocity U through a s1ationary fluid of viscosity J1, is given by Tri110n (6) as: 

F=·6lta or (1) 

where Cd (; 6 1t IJ.) is the drag coefficienL 

The bodies and associated drag of many interesting organisms can be approximated using spheres, cylinders or collections of 

IIICh primitives. For the purposes of this model, we may use cylinders to approximate tentacle sections. An isolated ciliwn or flag. 

ellum may therefore be approximated by a chain of such cylinders. The drag coefficient of a cylinder varies with its orien&ation 10 

lhe flow of fluid over its surface. The tangential and normal components of the force acting on a particular flailing tenlaele section 

(of radius r and length L) can be calculated as a function of its velocity relative 10 the fluid: 

(2) 

The coefficients Ct and Cn are the drag coefficients for the cylindrical section tangential and normal to the flow. For a cylinder of 

inrmite length, the normal drag coefficient approaches twice that of the tangential coefficienL We may lre8t our tentacle elements as 
infinite cylinders as their movement through a fluid medium is not effected by the presence of end caps. To calculale a value for C1 

Holberton (7) gives: 

Ct (In (2L I r}) • 0.5 (3) 

The net force F acting on a length L of tentacle moving at velocity V can then be calculated by summing the vector components 

althe fOICCS parallel and perpendicular to the element as shown (fig 1). 
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Figure 1: Tangential and normal forces acting on a cylinder or length L. 

If we detennine the forces acting on all sections of an isolated tentacle we can calculate the total thrust produced by the slnJC· 

blre's movement through the fluid. This approximation doe$ not hold for multiple aentacles acting in close proltimity 10 one an· 

other as the effect of each on the surrounding fluid is considerable. We eumine this problem below. 

3 MODELLING PROPULSIVE TENTACLES 

3 .1 Flagella 
Flagella usually operate by actively propagating a helical or planar wave through the ICRtacle from base 10 tip. Some forms of 

llagella operate purely by rotation at the base. In this case the tentacle is left to drag freely through the fluid. The lluust generated 

by a llagellum is entirely due to viscous shearing and is generated parallel to the direction of wave propagation. 

Flagella are usually few in number, so llle hydrodynamic effect each tentacle has on its neighbour may be We also ig· 

rMn potential collisions beiWeen llagella. In this model we use the approximation given above to calculate the force a tentacle ap-

plies 10 an organism. Integrating the resuhant forces generated by ach llagellum allows us 10 find the net propulsive force actin& 

on the organism (fig 2). From this force, we sublnlct an approximalion for the viscous drag encountered by the organism. 

Figure 2: Aagellate with spherical head and single fla&ellum. 

The resullant force is used to calculate the acceleration Cltpmenced by the organism (a>=F/m). This aoceleration is then integrated 

over a fixed time-seep 10 fll\d the velocity. The Euler method is adequate for this purpose. The velocity thus determined will be used 
for the calculation of drag in the next time interval. Integrating the velocity over the same time-step produces the organism's new 

position. 
The behaviour of a flagellum may be specified k.inematically. The wave propagated through the structure is approximated by a 

sinusoidal function, although some organisms 111e known 10 have developed more efficient waves for locomotion. To model a flag· 

ellum dynamically, we constrUCt an articulated chain of cylindrical links. Calculation or the dynamics of this chain is carried out 

using the articulaled body method described by Fealherstone (8). This method is of linear time complaity in the number of degrees 

of fR>edom ahibited by the art.iculaled body and is suitable for the modelling of lengthy aniculated chains. 
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To detennine imcmal forces within the chain, damped springs are auached beiWeen links as described by McKenna and Zel12.e1 

(2). The force exerted by a spring acting across a link is linearly proportional to the dislallee of the joint angle from some specifi& 

Jatget. By varying the Jatget angle we ue able to conttol the force applied at a joint in the llagellum model. Active conlraclion anc 
relaxation along a llagellum is simulated in our dynamital sySiem by adjusting the joint target angles using a sinusoidal function 

This flexes the chain in llle tentacle's bending plane. 

Some organisms have evolved llagella willl spiny projections, known as mastigoneme.s (fig 3). These spines are auached alonl 

the length of the flagellum and may be eilllcr rigid or flexible. In the case of the organism Ochromonas, the presence of rigi( 
mastigonemes appears 10 be responsible for the reversal of the net thrust produced by its llageUum. The dynamics of this has no 

yet been convincingly modelled. 

Figure 3: Organism bearing a single flagellum with masligonemes. 

We may specify a kinematic path for the spines which remain orthogonal to the main body of the flagellum and are IWisled iJ 
its bending plane. Ahematively, the spines may also be lifted out of the bending plane 10 flick through the surrounding fluid as tho 
wave passes along the flagellum. In either case, a kinematic solution 10 the movemcat of the spines is adequatc as they do not de 

form signilicantiy during propulsion. We treat such Slnlctures as if the net force aenerated was equal in magnitude and opposite iJ 
sign to that generated by an equivalent smooth llagellum. 

3.2 Cilia 

Ciliates are typically larger than flagellates although cilia are the shorter tcntacle type. Rather than propagating regular wave 

along their length, cilia act like miniature oars. On the organism 1'/eurobrachia, the cilia are fused into a series of comb plate 

whith att in the same manner as conventional tentacle-lilce cilia. Several thousand cilia may exist on the one organtsm, ofte. 

arranged in closely packed rows across complete surfaces. 

3.2.1 Cilium Movement 

As discussed above, at low Reynolds numbers a conventional rowing molion is not suitable for propulsion. Instead, the cUi 

vary their rigidity during beating. The power stroke is made by pivoting from the base of the cilium. The structure itself remain 

relatively straight and rigid during this phase. On the recovery stroke, the tentacle is allowed 10 relu along its length. The ciliur 

is drawn tangentially through the fluid by a bend which rises from the base and passes along until it reaches the tentacle tip (fig 4) 

direction of metachronal wave 

Figure 4: Metachronal beating of cilia. 
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During this phase the drag on the w:nw:le is caused almost entirely by the tangenlill flow of fluid across its surface. 
Consequeruly the recoYery SII'Oice induces less resistance than the power Slroke and the organism is able 10 use the cilia for locomo-

lion by dragging fluid over its surface. 
The motion of a cilium may be concrolled kinematic:ally, although we have found a full sinlulalion 10 be of value in de-

tennininglhe trajectory of the beat. Once a lcnown sb"IICIWe in a panicular fluid lias been successfully simulaw:d, the generaw:d be-

haviour can be used 10 conslructkinematic controllers for W:nllltles in lalet animations. 
We cOIISltuct such kinematic conuollers by storing the angles between adjacent elements of the cilium at 

keyframes and inw:IpOiatingiJie motion. There is noiJiing 10 be gained by dynamically computing the behaviour of each cilium 

since the SIJUctures are idenlical and act under the same viscous forces. 
Cilia arc modelled using chains of cylindrical links, as were flagella. Once again, the stiffness of the w:nliCie is conlrolled by 

springs set across each of lhe chain links. During the power stroke the spring conslanlS along the leaglh of the cilium are kepl rela-

tively high in order 10 mainllin IJie rigidity of the structure. 
An inletnally generaled force at the base link of the cilium drives the structure lhrough an arc. Ateachlime sw:p we calculaw: the 

drag occurring on llle cylindrical elenw:nts using equation (2). We chen apply this extetnally geneqiCd force 10 1J1e center of mass of 

the element This force is added 10 the inlcmally generaled forces ID find the net force acting on the element 
To reduce the rigidity of the cilium during che recovery suoke. lhe stiffness of the inlet-link springs must be reduced. A kink 

propagates along the lengch of the cilium during its recovery stroke. This helps 10 draw the cilium llllgentially through the fluid 
and lowers the normal component of the drag lhe cilium experiences. The kink is actively induced in cilia and so we likewise pass a 

wave of contraction along the springs in our linkage. The raw: and strengch of this flexion the effiCiency of the individ-

ual cilium whilst recovering for the power SII'Oice. 

3.2.2 Metachronism In Cilia 

A frequently encounw:red nawral solulion to the problem of coordinating multiple limbs is llle metaclvoMI W4Ye. This ensures 
adjacent propulsive strucuues operaw: slightly out of phase with one another 10 minimize interference and aUow the continuous 

gellerlllion of thrust Cilia, occurring as they do in large numbers, are ideal candidaleS for conii'OI by metachronism. The direction 

and rate of beating may be fixed or may be under lhe conlrol of lhe organism 10 which the cilia are atliChed (9). 

In (fig 4) IJie power stroke occurs in a direction opposite to the direction of travel of the metachronal wave. This is called an-
lipltctic metaclvony. The power Slroke in some organisms may travel in lhe same direction as IJie metachronal wave. This is sym-
plectic metachrony. In de:rioptectic metachrony chc beat is not planar. During the recovery phase llle cilia leave the plane along 

which the metachronal wave propagaiCS. 

3.2.3 Force Evaluation For Oosely Packed Cilia 
As was now:d earlier, because of hydrodynamic interference between closely packed tenllltles we cannoe simply sum lhe of 

individual cilia. Three models predict the force applied by a group of cilia, these being the cavelope, sublayer and traction layer 

models. Details of these are presenled by Daniel e1 al (10). 

The envelope model acts as a guide for calculating lhe lhrust generaw:d by closely packed cilia acting in metaeluony. 

An individual cilium tip sweeps out an approximately elliptical path. This pach may divided into components parallel and 

perpendicular 10 llle surface 0{ the organism. The model ueats the envelope across the tips of lhe cilia as a surface deforming in a 
metachronal wave. The velocity of travel of an organism is estimated from lhe speed of this wave and its amplitude. The direction 

of travel is determined by the componem of motion of the cilia tips parallel to the surface of the orgaaism. 
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The em1elope model's predictions are bAsed on two assumpcions: narural organisms are typically equipped with a nutllber of cilia 
far in excess of the value of the ratio of body length 10 cilium length (2); packing density of cilia does not vary appreciably among 

Oflanisms. As a consequence, it is acceplable 10 estimale the velocily of travel of many cilialeS independently of the number of 

cilia lhey possess. Holberton (1) gives the velociry U of travel as being: 

U = 0.5k2 cJ>2 + 213 b cos(+)- 132 ) Vw (4) 

where k ( = 2 KIA.) is IJie wave number of the metacluonal wave and Vw its speed. I} is the amplitude of IJie palll swepl out by 

a cilium tip parallel to IJie surface of the organism and b is IJie cilia tip beat amplitude normalro the surface of the organism. (The 

sign of 13 is dew:rmined by the cilia lip sweep during the power stroke. A cilium tip moving in a transverse direction opposite that 

of the mela<:hronal wave takes a value of jl that is neaativc.) +. the phase difference between parallel and perpendicular cilia tip 
waves, is lhe angle of inclination of the ellipse swept out by a cilium tip 10 an axis perpendicular 10 the surface of the orpnism. 

Since we have stored the palh of llle individual cilia on an organism, we are able 10 evlluaw: the transverse and longitudinal am-
plil&ldes of their beat cycle as well as lhe phase difference betweeo these waves. The propaption speed of the metachronal wave is 

determined by che organism as a whole and is governed by IJic rate at which signals are sent along Its internal network (see below). 

At present we adopc the envelope model for all forms of metachrony. Thus an organism wich closely packed cilia will move with 
velocity given by (4) regardless of lhe cilia number or spacing. 

3.2.3 Force Evaluation For Widely Spaced Cilia 

An organism may arise having only a small set of widely spaced ciliL Clearly it will not do 10 use IJie envelope model in such a 
case. To allow for organisms wich few cilia, we make use of our dynamic cilium model. As outlined above, the dyumic model is 

used 10 produce a set of key frames for the animation of the cilia lhrough their power and recovery Slrokes. Besides storing the 
llllgles of che cylindrical elements of che tentacle, we also store the net force lhe cillum produces at each keyframe as lhe tentacle 

forces its way lhrough lhe fluid. This force is calculated during the dynamic simulation in the same manner as was the net force 
on a flagellum. That is, we sum the forces acting on lhe individual cylindrical elements of the cilium. 

To evaluaw: the net force acting on 10 organism wich few, widely spaced cilia, we sum the forces (intetpolale<l between 

kc.yframes) produced by each cilium individually lithe approprialc stage of its beat cycle. From lhe resuliant force we subtract the 

drag experienced by llle ciliate and we then proceed 10 fmd the acceleration, velocity and new position of our organism using lhe 
method outlined for flageUaw:s above. 

The envelope model is used for organisms in possession of longitudinal rows of cilia (called ldnelies) of JengiJI greaw:r than one 

metachronal wave lengch. lf there are not sufficient tentacles in the lcineties 10 ensure that at least one set of cilia is cunently 
mgaged in the power Slroke,lhen we evaluate the cilia roo:es individually. Allllle information needed 10 delennine llle appropriaw: 

method of force calculation is conlained within the organism's gene set and signal propagation network (see below). 
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4 ARTIFICIAL EVOLUTION 

The models we discuss here are produced usmg object oricnled SOftware for the development of AnificiaJ Life. This interacbve 
sySiem provides general purpose class strucbRS for the evolution and animation of artiftei.al organislns. The software also provides 
tools for the coostruction and animation of complete viztual environments within which 10 examine the behaviour of our crealioos. 

4.1 Evolution or Visible Strutture 
Sims (II , 12) has used an interactive system 10 evolve procedural models and dynamical syStems. This system telies on the user 

10 select auractive phenotypes for cross·brceding in the sense of a conventional genetic algorithm. The fitne$S function of an organ· 
ism in such a case is thelefote based on its uscr-specifiCd aesthetic merit The genotype on which CIOSSOvcr and mutation operate 

specify pan1111etas of the model suclt 1$ its colour, shape, texture or the way in whiclt these properties cltange over time. Extremely 

beautiful and complex struCtUteS can be evolved using such tools. 
Koz.a (13) describes a method of evolving solutions 10 specifoc mathematical problems using hierarchies of Lisp cxpteSSions. 

The fimess functions for suclt problems are and specified mathematically. 
The bodies or our artificial organisms consist of coUcctions of gaphical primitives, possibly with auached propulsive ccntacles. 

A hierarchical genotype specifies the number, position, orienwion and scale or the primiuves, cilia and flagella. We a hierar· 
chical genotype 10 the mote conventional fixed length bit·slring, p=isely because of the limited nature of faxed length genotypes. 
A hierarchical gene set is dynamically coostructed and is thetefore free 10 evolve 10 the complexity requiJed by the problem. liS 

complexity is not predelmllined by the programmer. New notles 10 the hierarclty may be easily added and unwanled nodes may be 

deleted or swapped with nodes from another genotype simply by teassigning pointels. 
The nodes of the genocypc may be one of a nwnber of functions for applying transformations 10 their childten in the hierarclty in 

the manner ofTodd and Latham's vinual sculptures (14) or they may be simple graphical primitives such as spheteS, cones, cylin-
etc. The transformation nodes we have found most useful are illustraled (fig 5). We may evolve organisms using either a Blind 

Watchmalcer type inrerface as described by Dawkins (15), or matbcrnaticaUy defined fimess functions. 

Repeat transfonnation node. transfonnauon node. 

Spin llansfonnation node. 

Figute S: Transfonnation nodes for consttuction of artificial organisms 

Some simple organisms using lhe above transf01111&tion nodes and a spherical primitive are illustraloed below (fig 6) 
illusuate some fb,geUates and ciliates c:onstrucloed similllly (fiJ 7). 

Figure 6: Some simple artificial organisms 



Included in the genes foe each node are 'phase shift' values used to altcr incoming 
archy. These values may also alter the type of signal as it passes from one primitive 10 

the cilia at the CWTent time and is used as an index into a lookup table conlaining the jc 
namic model. Signals may also be responsible foe reversal of the direction of the power 

Metachronism may be implemen\ed along a simple chain of cilia bearing primitives 
node. If the repeat node changes the phase of the signal between repealed center elcmen 
the column. Complex hietarebies of primitives may propagate signals with varying le• 

between adjacent cilia within a single row. 

4 . 3 Explidt Fitness EvaluatioD 
Organisms generntc force dependent on the characteristics of the tentacles they emplc 

lions and thus an equally wide variety of possible forces amongst our population of cili; 
The drag induced by an organism may be approximated by summing the effects ol 

isolated sphere will generate drag according to equation (1). Foe drag computation. a 
placed by a cylindrical element of length equivalentiO the original sphere's diameter. f 
bers. any blunt object forcing its way through a Ouid may be approxima\ed by a spher 

ObJCCl. 

Contained within the genes of a transformation node are the orientation vectors for 
This gives simple access to the orientation of the elements relative to velocity of trave 
of the drag acting on an element using the methods outlined above. 

We limit the evolution of artifiCial organisms 10 those which are symmetrical aboul 
This imitaleS the path lalcen by carbon· based evolution and reduces computation by el 
on the organism as a whole. Such torques arc generated by asymmetrical propulsion, or 

Having calculated the net force acting on an organism, we may inuoduce this value 

evolution of artificial life. In this case. the fillest organisms are those most adept at 101 

components of our organisms to allow the genetic algorithm to focus on finding intere 
rather \han jUS! locating organisms with zero body size and extremely lengthy and insc 
limit on the bending force an organism may apply 10 its tentacles. 

S FUTURE RESEARCH 
The evolution of organtsms with asymmetrical bodies and unbalanced propulsive 

about the organism's centre of mass. Turning behaviour could, with smsor conlrOUe< 
avoidance in the mannet of Reynold's boids (16). The organisms could be placed in 1 

mate, cat and fight in order to survive. 
The path swept out by a tentacle plays an important role in determining its effici 

aenerate different functions to con1r01 the inter·link spring constants in our dynamic m< 
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propulsive lenlaCies at low Reynolds numbers. We have used lhis modeliO produce artifiCial orpnisms wbich. employ 

IIIJ'eS for loc:omotion. 

The orJanisms are capable of employing mew:h.rony as a means of coordinatins multiple propulsive sii'UCtwes. The 
orcanisms may be evolved interactively or using a cooventional cenelic algoridun wilh externally detennined fitness function. 
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Human Skin Deformation from Cross-Sections 
Shcn Jianhua, Nadia Magncnat Thalmann, Daniel Thalmann 

ABSTRACT 

A new approach for human skin modeling and deformation based on cross-sectional methods is presenled in this paper. 
we use dynamic trimmed parametric palchcs for describing the smooth deformation of skin pieces; then we po: 
pararnclric patches for final body skin synthesis and rendering. Simple and inluitive, our method combines lhe advantat 
paramclric and polygonal representations, produces very realistic body deformations, and allows the display of surface 
several levels of detail. 

KEYWORDS: Human Animation, Geometric Modeling, Deformation, Surface Construction, Aniculated figures. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Human body modeling and animation is an area of computer graphics with many applications. For lhe past 20 years, r 
have investigaled various techniques foe representation and deformation of human body. Badlcr and Morris [I) used a cc 
of elementary spheres and B-splines 10 model lhe human figure. Komatsu (2) described the synthesis and the transfom 
human skin model using Bezier surfaces. Magnenai-Thalmann et al. [3] used a lechnique based on Joint-Dcpenc 
Deformations lo tie skin points to skeleton points, obtaining realistic skin deformation atlhe joints. Chadwick cl al. (4 
a layered lechniquc based on Free-Form Deformation to apply muscle effects to a skeleton. Gascucl el al. (5] used cyl 
deformable material with fixed axes lo construe! deformable amculaled objects adapted to collision processing. Fo!$• 
extended the hierarchical 8-spline technique lo automate lhe production of skin. A hierarchical surface is auached to an 
skeleton, allows the creation of both fine and broad-scale shape deformations in association with lhe variation of join 
the skeleton. Kurihara[7) interactively modeled a human body from an initial rough shape polyhedron by applyinf 
subdivision method on arbiltat)' topological meshes. Hierarchy is. introduced during subdivision 10 refine the surface an 
large-scale surfaces wilh fine-scale surfaces. However, lhis research area still remains one of the most difficull and c 
problems, since a human being is a very complex object and our eyes are especially sensitive 10 lhe human figure. In 
we focus on the reprcsenwion and deformation of human skin. 

CurrenUy, there arc three common surface representation mclhods: 

Poheqnal uDCma(qtiqn is the most simple bul also the most popular model, nol only because polygons are rcn• 
quickly with currenl 3D graphics systems, but also because they can describe complex shapes in arbiltary topology. 
since polygons are planar, oflen thousands of polygons arc required 10 capture the dclails of complex surface. 0 • 
polygonal object is deformed by moving one or several of its venices. The main drawback in the defonnation of the 
representation is that the vertices have an implicit connectivity thai must be mainlained by any deformation. D 
problems occur when the defonnation is 100 severe wilh respect to its undeformed counterpan[8). 

Pqcpmttrit; wdacu, such as B-spline surfaces or Bc2ier surfaces, represent smooth surfaces with a relatively small 
control points. Generally, a pararneltic surface is deformed by moving 11s control points. The most significant ben 
representation is its immunity to the degradation associated with polyconal representation. This is because in altering U 
of control points we arc merely changing the coefficients of lhc basis functions; the surface undd-glling deformation is a 
defined and appear smoolh. However, there is a main limitation of pararnelric surfaces: it cannot easily rcprcsenl ol 
branch topology such as the human body, as lhe mosl established lype of parametric surface is in general a dcfom 
rectangle. 

I.Jruzlkjl SJu:/JIUl. An implicit surface is a surface consisting of those points p that satisfy lhe arbiltary implicit 
Jrp) = 0. Because implicit defined surfaces possess some unique and useful allribules for modeling, such as blending an< 
propenies. they have received increasingly attention in the design of 3D objects[9). A particular subset of implicit surf1 
sofl objects or melaballs(IO,II, I2), is becoming hoi topic in computer graphics. Based on the theory of dislribul• 
mctaballs give shape lo realistic, organic-looking creations. Because mctaballs blend smoothly with each other , they c 
10 animate the smooth curves of organic figures. The shortcoming wilh this model is thai it requires a greal deal 
construct complex objects. Also, polygonalization or ray ltacins is required to visualize a soft object which unfortunat 
expensive. 


